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Higher education is a multivariable system by nature; thus, it is a complex

task to maintain consistent academic success for students. This is a key factor

to understand the positive and negative e�ects generated by the COVID-19

lockdown, particularly during the current stage of the “New Normal" period.

The research presented herein considers a set of variables corresponding to

students and faculty as causal factors to track, analyze, and assess the impact

on the academic performance of engineering students in an urban Mexican

university in both periods: online teaching during lockdown, and returning to

face-to-face learning during the “New Normal.” Through a hybrid survey, looking

for representative learning styles, academic personality traits, and technology

competencies, academic performance in both periods has been recorded along

with each student’s learning preference. The suggested analysis model sought

correlations in the stated causal factors to find valuable behavioral patterns. The

outcomes show that good students in both models have attained a high level of

adaptation and feel competitive in them. On the contrary, students with lower

adaptation have shown poor academic performance in both models, but they

perceived the onlinemodel as the less e�ective learning environment. Particularly,

personality traits appoint on a notable impact on performance. In addition,

learning styles are not significant. Still, it has been suggested this situation could

be due to a greater diversity of teaching approaches established by the faculty to

take care of student performance.

KEYWORDS

higher education, COVID-19 transitions, engineering education, adaptation, inclusivity,

academic performance, educational innovation

1. Introduction

Education is one of the leading human activities involving a large proportion of the

world population. It suddenly halted due to an unprecedented global pandemic, exposing

a vital delicate ecosystem in our contemporary society. Developing countries went through

a challenging process to adopt technologies and models of online Learning, still uncommon

in the contemporary education of those countries. Once adopted, many problems had to

be resolved at an institutional level. It culminated in the most plausible scenario for each

country and institution. The next level was the situation of each student. Students were

immersed in imposed models, for which many were unprepared and remained outside their

educational expectations. Several critical aspects emerged as lockdowns continued.
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Underneath the generic reality of online education were

many pending tasks not considered in traditional education.

Even before the confinement and online education, aspects

still not wholly addressed in education included accessibility

to resources, appropriate learning environments, availability of

services, disposition of learning time, and previous academic

background. Those aspects were unavoidably intensified during

the confinement despite the accompaniment and massive teaching

techniques implemented. For many, if not most, students, the

pandemic will mark education and generations for many years.

Some students abandoned or truncated their studies due to the

lack of inclusion in education during the period. Others suffered

from organizational deficiencies in learning forever (UNESCO,

2020a). Higher education had several disruptions and obstacles

to overcome during the COVID-19 pandemic. They did not

appear uniformly in all countries, universities, or programs, nor

were they the same for all students and learning areas, an

unsustainable situation for education. Profoundly disrupted by

the global emergency, education had lessons to learn through

the worldwide decision to adopt the online approach and barely

overcame the crisis.

This paper analyzes different dimensions during the COVID-19

educative scenario. In a general framework, other studies have

sought to identify elements that markedly influence the learning

process (Peltonen and Ruohotie, 1992). It was sought to

contextualize the analysis in the confinement period and the

educational transitions. For example, much more educational

technology was developed during the pandemic than in any

other period. Students and teachers’ technological competencies

were standardized as never before, notably accelerating the digital

transformation in education.

The motivation for this report arose from analyzing the

academic transition to the “New Normal” period, particularly

comparing online and face-to-face education, based on possible

causal factors of learning styles, academic personality, and

previously acquired skills. In this work, an insight analysis limited

to first-semester engineering students enrolled in the Physics

course (Delgado, 2022) has been extended. It is not centered

on a specific course but a broad random sample of engineering

students in our university (25%) covering all engineering programs,

semesters, and educational plans. Section 2 of this report presents

the theoretical context of the population of students (several

personality traits, learning styles, previous skills, and university

orientation, possibly impacting their university success, particularly

during the COVID-19 pandemic). The third section establishes

the research objectives, methods, sample, and instrument used to

collect data. The fourth section presents the results summarized

in graphical representations, with direct comparisons showing

some differentiation. Section 5 discusses some notable previous

outcomes, introducing more specific and hidden information

teachers provide concerning the facts and putting them in proper

context. The last section states the conclusions related to the

research objectives.

2. Background

The COVID-19 confinement moved education into the

unexplored terrain of fully online education. For a contemporary

period, the event involved teachers and educational practitioners

in a deep discussion of the theoretical framework of education

based on technology, causing mandatory updating of their

competencies. Nevertheless, it also exposed a new aspect to be

attended: the non-reviewed knowledge (theoretical and practical)

by many teachers about online education. Such tasks should

have been undertaken before the pandemic; unfortunately, the

crisis caught un-updated educators with their hands in the

cookie jar.

2.1. Context of educative transitions
imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic

Online education implies basic considerations such as the

affordability of a device to receive the classes, lessons, and activities,

and complex ones like the diversity of family characteristics,

spaces, and services to have the adequate minimal environment

for it, which the school had provided in normal times. In

addition, multiple concurrent problems impacted each family

(siblings studying and parents working at home), sometimes with

COVID-19 or deaths in the family.

The return to the “New Normal” was as complex and multi-

factorial as the pandemic. It left a series of unattended tasks

in addition to those existing before the confinement period. In

Mexico, the 2 years developed a diverse spectrum of situations,

both in health and social, political, and behavioral scenarios

(Vázquez-Sánchez et al., 2021). Dismantling the entire national,

institutional, family, and personal education assembly during the

lockdown implied a less agile return to schools (Cárdenas et al.,

2022). Regrettably, the lessons learned and sustained by the health

emergency were not assimilated, vanishing into the same practices

before the pandemic. Had this critical stage we lived in no teaching

for us? As a result of a lack of sustainable vision in education,

it is not yet possible to measure the long-term social impact of

the pandemic’s educational disruption on the global, national, and

personal scenarios (De la Riva et al., 2015).

The schools’ closures were announced in Mexico on March

16, 2020. Plagued by uncertain dates to set academic continuity,

all educative levels began a forced migration to digital education

models. The transition began from primary schools to public and

private universities (OECD, 2020). The experience was worse and

more delayed for primary levels and public education, commonly

without experience in using such technologies. Private higher

education schools began as soon as 1 week after the closure, like

this institution where the current research was performed, mainly

because it has offered teacher training programs in educational

technologies for more than 20 years (Delgado et al., 2012). Also,

collaboration among universities became valuable (ITESM, 2020)

to accelerate the transition to effective online models. However,

public higher education institutions were still delayed for months

in preparing their online educative models (Vieyra et al., 2020).

Recently, a more expansive interpretation of the sustainability

of Higher Education has been extended toward the inclusivity

provided by universities (Goldbach et al., 2022), referring to the

overall actions and initiatives established to attract and retain

students (Fien, 2022). Such initiatives have been explored: well-

being, technical support for teachers to improve their online
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teaching quality, training programs for teachers on hybrid

education and learning technologies, flexible policies for students,

etc. Identifying causal issues of academic success in Higher

Education takes us into terrains related to inclusivity. Teaching

strategies have superseded traditional education based on lectures.

Those aspects were important for Higher Education in the pre-

pandemic era, but during the online education imposed by the

COVID-19 confinements, they became mandatory, contributing to

developing a broader vision of university sustainability (Clugston

and Calde, 2000).

The current analysis occurred at a private university system

in Mexico in 2022 during the transition to the “New Normal”

(the first semester of 2022). The research was implemented at

one campus in the Mexico City area. Hard-engineering students

(Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Mechatronics, and Computer

Sciences) were considered to gain insights about the educative

pandemic transitions affecting them, particularly their academic

performance.

2.2. Background of education theories for
the current research

The domain of education theories was central to pandemic

challenges. The absence of fundamental distinctions in education

theories regarding how learning behaviors and interests have

shaped educative practices resulted in a lack of guidelines to

develop online teaching models, particularly in Higher Education,

where commonly there is no professional training for teachers in

this modality. This indicated the lack of sustainability due to an

unstable equilibrium of customs and traditions and little variability

in the teaching environment.

Many aspects of online education are lacking in daily teaching

in university communities, so distinctions and guidelines to

establish a roadmap for effective online teaching were also missing

(Tennyson and Rasch, 1998). This situation had to change quickly

at the beginning of the pandemic, as online teaching became

mandatory, involving most of the faculty. Theoretical approaches

to the origin and motivation of Learning became useful in

understanding how to maintain student engagement in education

under those critical circumstances.

Several education theories have proposed motivational

elements for successful Learning in their approaches. For instance,

Cognitive Learning Theory (CGLT) states that learning practices

should be designed to align with the learner’s thinking style

(Collins and Stevens, 1983). CGLT has been the traditional and

most disseminated approach in modern education practices.

Constructivist Learning Theory (CNLT) assumes that knowledge

is constructed by steps building on previous knowledge and

adding experiences (Narayan et al., 2013). In a more practical and

external approach, Behavioral Learning Theory (BLT) suggests that

learners act based on their interactions with their environment

and community (Watson, 1966); thus, their Learning is based

on interests and necessities. From a contemporary point of view,

Connective Learning Theory (CCLT) states that learners are moved

to learn through the overall connections in their lives, linking the

past, needs, people, and duties (Siemens, 2005).

Thus, those theoretical approaches provide several

considerations to be included as possible causal factors of

Higher Education success. Aspects such as learning styles involve

considerations of CGLT, together with some faculty actions for a

broader representation and inclusion of teaching methodologies

in the constructivist domain, commonly introduced as a part of

institutional training for teachers. Alternatively, some academic

personality traits are identified as possible success factors under a

behavioral approach in BLT. Finally, elements related to educative

technology regard a connectivist approach to Learning success, as

CCLT states. Figure 1 shows the contextual ecosystem underlying

the conceptual research for the current report, centered on the

student’s perception of their academic performance through the

COVID-19 educative stages. The gray arrows represent primary

relations and interdependence. While the university scaffolds

each student through its structure and profile (teaching strategies

and teaching environment), students’ academic traits (Learning

styles, academic personality) may create limitations. In addition,

the external environment also feeds the learning process. Those

relations mean potential academic success becomes different for

each student in terms of adaptability and inclusivity. In such a

structure, the sudden educative scenario imposed by the COVID-

19 confinements impacted the students’ outcomes through its

different stages. In the following subsection, some causal facts as

they are afforded in contemporary literature are addressed.

2.3. Academic causal factors inherent to
students

This subsection addresses some internal student aspects

considered in the research, such as their academic history,

learning preferences, and personality traits influencing

academic performance.

2.3.1. Learning styles as an academic success
factor

The introduction to the learning styles concept, despite being

criticized (see the further discussion on this issue), particularly the

scale introduced by Kolb (1976) categorizing the student learning

paths (divergers, assimilators, convergers, and accommodators),

established that at least under certain circumstances and topics,

students can organize their paths to receive information more

efficiently (Cagiltay, 2008). Kolb’s experiential learning cycle

is a four-stage process depicting how we acquire and embed

new knowledge. The teaching and evaluation designs should

incorporate a broad spectrum of approaches to these categories,

representatively collecting the outcomes for each type of student

instead of only addressing some of them.

Subsequently, those categories were reformulated into four

bipolar dimensions classifying the Learning that each student

could be receiving: sensitive/intuitive (external/internal or also

concrete/abstract), visual/auditory (visual/verbal), active/reflective

(active/passive), and sequential/global (Felder and Silverman,

1988), and sometimes adding a fifth: deductive/inductive. Names

differ because they could refer to teaching instead of learning. It
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FIGURE 1

Contextual diagram for the analysis of academic performance. Individual traits (learning styles, academic personality, and skills) have been shaped by

the historical background of each student and then sca�olded by the university profile (orientation and teaching diversity), sustaining potential

academic success. The environment dampens the last interaction: online education during the COVID-19 confinement (resources, services, learning

spaces, teaching, etc.). The gray arrows indicate primary relations in the ecosystem.

is doubtful these approaches have been considered or represented

even approximately throughout online lessons. Notably, the lack

of higher-education teachers’ specialization in those considerations

and the lack of interaction did not promote the realistic perception

of those needs in each student.

Each learning design delivered online showed characteristics

of each instructor’s conceptions of their teaching, sometimes more

focused on some learning styles, only being able to privilege certain

types. This affected the primordial construction of texts, images,

demonstrations, and discussions based on facts, abstractions,

concepts, or theory. The organization within a learning sequence

and its relationship to the everyday world are equally important. In

this study, Felder’s dimensions (Felder and Silverman, 1988) were

considered; although not the most modern, they are the most used

in the literature for comparison; thus, we could categorize the study

participants. Information was collected using some traditional

methods described in the following sections (García-Cué et al.,

2009).

The concept of Learning Styles, despite its popularity, has been

recently questioned due to the mismatch between didactic practices

and academic outcomes (Gleichgerrcht et al., 2015; Aslaksen and

Lorås, 2018; Nancekivell et al., 2020). Although not universally

accepted and considered partially inaccurate (Furey, 2020), this

concept, when carefully interpreted, still provides valuable tools to

close the gaps between interaction among learners, teachers, and

educational content (Willingham et al., 2015). Rather than defining

different ways to learn (Felder, 2020).

2.3.2. Academic personality as a factor of higher
education success

Personality traits are assumed to predispose the limiting or

favoring of learning in specific disciplines. Many universities bet

on identifying these personality traits because they can develop a

better competitive differentiation in their students, a notable effort

of sustainability in education. When some traits combine with

stressful emergencies, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, they can

interfere with students’ Learning (Balkhi et al., 2020). Literature has

widely established these facts unveiling the behaviors expressed in

the pandemic confinement, particularly at the beginning. The crisis

established abrupt changes in students’ daily routines and learning

performance (Nixon et al., 2021).

Statistical relationships between student personality traits

and outcomes could be matched by moving students in the

right direction toward their academic achievement via the cycle

of generating student satisfaction/improving their performance

(Pawlowska et al., 2014). Then, the teacher’s knowledge about

academic traits becomes vital for a better understanding of how

students progress in each course, particularly to meet expectations

(Pike, 2006). In this terrain, the University Personality Traits Scale

(UBPS) comprises six dimensions (Rauschnabel et al., 2016), while

the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) marks between four to

sixteen personality types (Jessee et al., 2006). Despite criticisms (see

the further discussion on the issue), the latter states an extensive,

classical, and broad classification of personality traits. Analysis was

established based on this scale.
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MBTI has been criticized for its lack of reliability (Stein and

Swan, 2019) and usability for decision-making (Bailey et al., 2018).

Despite this, MBTI is still valuable to track some behavioral traits

correlated with academic performance (Sipps et al., 2016). It

becomes concomitant in specific learning contexts (Harvey, 1996)

and it is also concurrent in personality traits (Sipps et al., 2016).

MBTI is generally considered to be reliable for academic purposes

(Randall et al., 2017).

The current research aims to correlate Learning styles

and Personality traits with institutional initiatives based

on methodologies and different approaches for delivering

academic content. Both, Learning styles and Personality

traits describe different stimuli perceived and shown

by students. The surveyed student population can be

characterized and correlated with successful tendencies amid

learning activities.

2.4. Academic success associated with
technological competencies previously
acquired: the hidden curriculum

Universities had to migrate to diverse instructional formats

to mitigate the COVID-19 lockdown effects (Stewart et al.,

2021). This large-scale implementation impacted students’ grades

and Learning, the familiarization with educational technology

by students and teachers, and the aspects favoring completing

each course. The impact on Learning and well-being from

confinement and online education has not been adequately

quantified. It will take years to analyze its effects: low level of

attendance and Learning, decreased number of skills learned,

delayed advancement in school levels due to failure or dropout,

and others (Dorn et al., 2021). Additionally, after the confinement,

old pending challenges in education intensified their negative

effects, but it is also true that a more uniform command of

technology among teachers was gained (Rapanta et al., 2021).

The correlation between technological mastery and effective

Learning must be quantified, as the factors affecting the mastery,

and the skills acquired. It is also essential to analyze the

relationships between previous technological competencies and

academic success during online teaching (Al-Qasemi et al.,

2022). Teachers’ digital competencies and overall institutional

mastery played a significant role in integrating technology

during the pandemic and post-pandemic periods (Akram et al.,

2021).

In Higher Education, this impact will become crucial in the

future, not only professionally but also personally and socially

(Rodrigues et al., 2021). We can distinguish basic competencies

using the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). Also, the

Human Capital Indicator (HCI) indicates the population level

using those services. In the previous study (Rodrigues et al.,

2021), based on the European Digital Competence Framework

for Citizens (EDCFC) (King et al., 2004; Carretero et al., 2017),

five areas of competency are defined: (1) domain competency

over information and data search (ID), (2) communication and

collaboration (CC), (3) creation of digital content (CD), (4)

computer security (CS), and (5) problem-solving (TS).

Based on a self-diagnosis of training difficulties, workload, and

negative emotions, some studies have established categorizations

of digital competencies (Portillo et al., 2020), the technological

integration in education, and the ability to update it (Akram et al.,

2021). However, discipline and perseverance are also required

in the online teaching model to learn effectively (Autio, 2011).

Thus, during the COVID-19 lockdown, online education surprised

teachers and students, not in the obvious aspects of internet access

or functional services, but in the adequate training necessary to

manage online Learning and the practical daily actions to sustain

it (Akram et al., 2021).

Today, with more than 2 years of confinement behind us, we

treasure learning about the relationship between education and

technology. But it is worrying that students and teachers are just

looking forward to returning to pre-pandemic academic daily life.

We are not exempt, even in the medium term, from facing another

crisis forcing us to adopt distance education models entirely

or partially (Perrow, 2013). It is crucial to develop assessment

instruments reflecting the impact of mastery of educational

technology and their measurable impact on Learning (Akram et al.,

2021). In this study, based on the anchor vignettes approach

(King et al., 2004), a self-perception evaluation to classify the

degree of mastery and usefulness of the applied technology was

established. The anchor vignettes have been defined in each of

the five competency areas by EDCFC mentioned above (Carretero

et al., 2017). Information was collected on the type of software used,

its purpose, and usage frequency.

2.5. Teaching strategies of the faculty to
promote inclusivity

Teaching strategies are connected with each student’s learning

styles, but they also facilitate creative or meaningful ways to deliver

the content, looking for more vivid Learning and helping deliver

content in a more egalitarian way (UNESCO, 2020a). The impact

of those strategies may not be observed immediately but over the

years on each student’s academic trajectory. During COVID-19

confinement, schools were not prepared beyond more than the

immediate primary technology: videoconferencing. This limited

teachers in reproducing basic instruction techniques (Zapata-

Garibay et al., 2021). It initially depended on the support offered

by the university to teachers at the beginning of confinement,

the culture and institutional practices, the state of the art in the

university operations, and the prevailing culture, methods, and

daily operations. In this vacuum, teachers and students learned to

self-regulate, learn, and adopt metacognitive strategies for teaching

and Learning (Boström et al., 2021).

Detailed inventories of didactic approaches were constructed

and tested in different fields, disciplines, and situations over

decades because teaching diversity became relevant in pedagogical

studies (Chamberland et al., 1995). Active learning techniques,

competency-based teaching, and other straightforward didactic

techniques are occasionally combined now in Higher Education

with lecture-based classes. They are part of school assessments in

Higher Education, retrieved from several authors for the current

evaluation (Wieman and Gilbert, 2017).
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2.6. Behavioral considerations from the
COVID-19 lockdown

The COVID-19 lockdown induced several behavioral aspects

not always documented by the educative experiences: family

coexistence, crowded spaces, critical events such as sickness or

deaths in the nuclear family, loneliness, and other emotional

disruptions. They appeared in academic communities with null

or only partial support from the schools. As soon as lockdowns

began, social Learning was one of the most impacted, affecting

the ability of people to share and mutually enrich their knowledge

(Delgado, 2021b), but it recovered as a positive response to

the crisis (Delgado, 2021a). Other factors conditioning learning

performance were diminished capacity to successfully exercise

digital competencies due to the stress of transitioning to online

education (Toto and Limone, 2021; Vergara-Rodríguez et al.,

2022), stress depending on cultural and behavioral factors (Boneh

et al., 2022), and stress due to the level of digitalization,

technology, and innovation in the environment (Antón-Sancho

et al., 2022). In the current research, those aspects were

collected as a global perception of students’ academic performance

during the transition to the “New Normal.” They affected

each student differently based on their attitudinal background

evaluated by the personality traits. Some characteristics like

introversion or shyness could affect academic performance during

the lockdowns and reintegration into the school during the “New

Normal.”

Changes produced by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the

“New Normal,” are positive and negative. Although, for a

couple of years, some students missed the possibility to access

education, there has been advancement in educative technologies

and in their effectiveness (Cáceres et al., 2021; Delgado et al.,

2021). These aspects have been differentiated by some students’

characteristics, and also, as a function of the technological literacy

of students, teachers, and schools, as well as the technological

culture within such schools and actions to improve the quality

and effectiveness of online learning (Corell-Almuzara et al.,

2021; Delgado, 2021b). Still, this culture (in case it becomes

widespread) becomes useful and effective for certain groups

of students as a function of their personality (Rodicio-García

et al., 2020; Delgado, 2021a; Jung et al., 2021). Records on

the quality of learning and the improvement or deterioration

in the quality of education show a diverse perspective. While

some studies have appointed to deterioration with irretrievable

consequences (McLure et al., 2021; Sharma and Alvi, 2021),

others, less skeptical, remark that many students reported learning

satisfaction during the lockdown in terms of academic discipline,

which stated students’ future expectations of learning (Bashir

et al., 2021; Kaqinari et al., 2022). In a more specific and detailed

analysis, outcomes appoint to diversified effects in education as

a function of other aspects related to students, teachers, and

institutions (Goudeau et al., 2021; Hendriksen et al., 2021). In

the current research, a diverse effect was found, considering

students’ personalities, learning and teaching styles, as well as

technological culture.

2.7. Research questions and objectives

Success factors in Higher Education are inherent knowledge to

both students and institutions. In the outer and immediate sphere,

success refers to the various actions of an institution’s teaching. It is

natural to ask what the impact was on academic success due to the

transition to online education and returning to school more than 2

years later. A comprehensive analysis was performed on our current

engineering students, addressing the following questions:

a) Which personality traits, learning styles, and previous hidden

curricula during the pandemic can be characterized by the

entire student engineering population?

b) How have those traits, styles, and skills impacted their

academic performance through the pandemic?

c) Considering the aforementioned aspects, is it possible to

define a measure of inclusivity and adaptation from our

students that explains the different impacts on individual

academic performance?

Thus, for the present study, the following four specific research

objectives were set:

a) To establish a demographic characterization of the

representative sample of students considering learning

styles, personality, and underlying technological skills.

b) To analyze the agreement between previous characterization

groups relative to the perceived characteristics of training

provided by the institution.

c) To analyze the correlation between the previous

characterization groups relative to examples of successful

adaptation to online education during the COVID-19

lockdown.

d) To analyze the correlation between the previous

characterization groups relative to the success and adaptation

of face-to-face education under the “New Normal.”

In the next section procedures, materials, and type of research

followed to reach the mentioned research objectives are detailed.

3. Materials and methods

The main interest in the current report is to analyze causal

factors stating differences in the performance patterns as online and

face-to-face approaches introduced them during the stages of the

COVID-19 lockdown. They were sought corresponding to some

learning and academic characteristics considered in Education

literature. There was a particular interest in engineering programs.

The interest in online education during the period was central but

understood through the educational transitions, first from face-to-

face to online, then from online to face-to-face again. Students’

adaptation and the natural scaffolding provided by the university

are other issues to be analyzed as interpretative causal factors. In

this section, a description of the research plan developed in the
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report is performed. First, a depiction of the sample population

and its demographic and academic characteristics is stated. Next, a

depiction of the instrument and sampling method applied to gather

information is included.

3.1. Demographic target: population and
sample

As previously stated, this research was conducted at one

private nationwide university system campus. Located in the

Mexico City area, the students are in an urban region with well-

developed services. The study centered on engineering students

in the upper middle class with an ample base of scholarships.

The population under study corresponded to undergraduate

engineering students in Mechanics, Electronics, and Computer

Sciences programs. Students randomly surveyed covered all

semesters in any of those programs. The sample responded to an

instrument depicted below.

Researchers were interested mainly in the proportions of

non-parametric tests. Sample sizes above 15% of recommended

respondents for parametric tests estimating proportions were

used (Cohen, 1988; Lehmann, 2006). Discrimination scales of at

least six points were used to locate absolute confidence around

δ = 0.25 and standard deviations not higher than s ≈ 1.5.

Assuming a 95% (α = 0.1) desired confidence implied minimum

sample sizes of n ≈ 1.15z2α/2s
2δ−2 = 113 (considering the

extreme case of large populations). The sample group was selected

randomly from the entire population of 607 students (not groups

by semesters or specific programs were performed in the sampling).

A sample group representing 30% of the total was chosen. Finally,

approximately only 25% of the population came back with a filled

questionnaire. The final sample group was composed of 31 women

(20%) and 122 men (80%) in the second to ninth semesters of

their programs (the first semester was not represented during the

semester of application because enrollment is performed yearly in

August). For gender analysis, the recommended sample size was at

least 15 elements by group (Lehmann, 2006).

In 2019, our institution’s educational model transitioned to

a new Tec21 model. Its semesters are divided into three 5-week

sub-periods, and each course presents a semester challenge for the

students to solve related to the course contents. The former, more

traditional educative model was called the Tec20 model. Thus,

45 of participating students fell under the previous Tec20 model,

and 108 came under the new Tec21 plan. Of these, 74 students

were enrolled in the university before the pandemic, and 79 did

so during the confinement; therefore, they received remote classes

coming from High School. Table 1 shows detailed demographic

statistics and the mode of some key responses related to academic

issues during COVID-19. All Tec20 students were enrolled in the

university before the pandemic (the Tec21 model began in Fall

2019). When comparing the number of men and women enrolled

in the university before and during the pandemic, the percentage

of men increased by 2%, increasing from 79 to 81% (consequently,

women decreased from 21% to 19%), which is not meaningful, but

it shows that the gender composition of the population was little

affected.

3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Questionnaire
The general research objective was to analyze how behavioral,

environmental, and academic factors conditioned educational

transitions during the COVID-19 pandemic. To achieve this goal,

the tools mentioned in Section 2 were combined independently

to collect information about learning styles and personality traits

declared by each participant. Also, each student’s perception of

the university teaching orientation was collected. The technological

skills of each student are part of their hidden curriculum, so a

skills self-evaluation was compiled, together with their perception

of their teachers’ mastery of technology. A specific question

included the self-perception about the current educational context

and its relevance to their careers during the period they were

surveyed. The final sections gathered their self-perception of

academic performance and adaptation during confinement and

subsequently during the “New Normal” (corresponding to the

semester in which this instrument was applied: summer 2022).

Students were also asked about the online learning received during

confinement regarding the value and their preference between

online and face-to-face instruction. Information was also collected

if each student experienced the transition from high school to

university during the confinement. The instrument was previously

used and reported as an insight into a limited group of students

enrolled in the introductory Physics course (Delgado, 2022) (see the

Supplementary material as reference). Each question was identified

with a Code label with format Qx, x being the response being

gathered. Each question gathered the answer on a number scale

indicated in each response section. Questions Q31 through Q38

corresponded to academics and the COVID-19 facts. Table 1 shows

the statistical mode for some relevant questions and each cluster

of students synthetically. Note that question Q32 for males in the

Tec20 model was multi-modal.

In agreement with the first research objective, the demographic

correlations collected were analyzed. Then, per the second

objective, the causal impact was observed on the performance

and adaptation reported by each student. For the third objective,

researchers analyzed the existing correlations of self-perception on

the transition to the “New Normal” education.

3.2.2. Analysis methods and approach
The questionnaire was sent out as a Google Form inviting

the sample target to fill in the form. A couple of reminders

were sent during May 2022, which was the period during the

semester when the lockdown finished in Mexico and students were

compelled to go back to university on a 100% face-to-face basis.

At that time, the semester was also finishing, so, it was possible

for students to compare both scenarios. The type of research

pursued was Primary Quantitative Research, oriented to reach

conclusions through certain statistical and correlational analyses.

Information on students was gathered in a file in the format

of comma-separated values and then uploaded to a notebook in

Mathematica. It allowed the creation of specialized methods to

analyze information statistically, graphically, or correlational, and

particularly programming own algorithms of analysis to compare
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TABLE 1 Clustering of students in the research considering gender, academic plan, and enrollment plan.

Gender Male Female

122 31

Academic plan Tec20 Tec21 Tec20 Tec21

37 85 8 23

Enrollment Before During Before During Before During Before During

37 0 21 64 8 0 8 15

Q31 mode 1 – 1 1 1 – 1 2

Q32 mode 4, 5 – 2 5 4 – 2 5

Q33 mode 2 – 4 3 2 – 3 2

Q34 mode 1 – 1 1 2 – 2 2

Q35 mode 2 – 2 1 2 – 2 1

Q36 mode 4 – 5 4 3 – 4 4

Q37 mode 2 – 3 3 2 – 3 2

Q38 mode 2 – 3 3 2 – 3 3

Cluster modes for responses corresponding to the COVID-19-related questions are included in the lower rows. Q32 responses were multi-modal.

and plot the outcomes, which was valuable because of the wide

number of variables intended to become involved as causal issues.

Thus, for the initial multivariable analysis, the use of

multivariable graphical correlations was preferred with the ability

to print plots. Such plots, despite being complex in some cases,

provide a glance at the comparison between variables to find

possible primary correlations, which were selectively analyzed

using inference tests. For this reason, the use of clustering of

data in discrete categories for each dimension being analyzed was

considered. Once some correlations were noticed in the primary

analysis, more concrete inference tests were performed as a two-

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to set more conclusive

outcomes for those detected correlations noticed in the first

graphical insight, and in addition, getting a double check for the

statistical meaningfulness.

4. Results

In this section, the direct outcomes gathered from the

questionnaire are presented. Because a proper interpretation

should consider diverse experiences and perceptions occurring

during the COVID-19 pandemic considering adaptations required

to return to face-to-face education [family and social environment,

internet facilities, impact on academic performance (Ghasem

and Ghannam, 2021; Hermanto and Srimulyani, 2021)], the

following section includes a proper discussion. Thus, just graphical

correlations among them are presented without contextual

interpretations. Outcomes state a characterization of Learning,

students, and institution. It relates to the perception of academic

experiences through the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly during

its two transitions, regarding the concerns expressed in the

objectives and gathered by the instrument (Delgado, 2022). The raw

outcomes regarding the Code labels and Scale numbers are reported

in the Supplementary material.

4.1. First research objective: learning styles
and academical traits as causal factors of
academic success

This section includes the outcomes for the declared learning

styles compared with the student perception of the parallel

university orientation in the same terms. Also, the academic

personality traits are reported stating a characterization of the

students in the sample. In most parts of this section, the analysis

was performed through graphical correlations by crossing over the

categories of the dimensions involved as variables.

4.1.1. Distribution of learning styles and student
perception of teaching orientation

Figure 2 presents the sample distribution outcomes for each

learning style declared by students (questions Q1–Q5) compared

with the perceived university orientation in the same category

(questions Q6–Q10). Each dot graphically corresponds with one

student in each comparative quadrant, they are presented as that

for aesthetic purposes. Absolute percentages for each crossed-over

group (institution vs. student) are shown correspondingly in red at

the center of each figure. Thus, Figures 2A–E report the learning

styles: external (Co)/internal(Ab), visual (Vi)/auditory-verbal

(Au), deductive (De)/inductive (In), active(Ac)/reflexive(Re), and

sequential(Se)/global(Gl), respectively.

Figure 2A shows that the surveyed population mainly uses

factual information to achieve Learning instead of abstract facts.

Their knowledge is based on facts rather than theories or indirect

information, which characterizes a practical learning orientation

(Mena et al., 2019). However, a few students combined facts

with abstractions (principles, formulas, diagrams). Notably, few

students perceived themselves as demanding a more profound

comprehension; instead, they just followed the facts, agreeing with

Kolb (2014). The teaching style was perceived as balanced between
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FIGURE 2

Learning styles of students vs. learning styles of faculty as perceived by students. (A) Concrete/abstract, (B) visual/verbal, (C) deductive/inductive, (D)

active/reflexive, and (E) sequential/global.

concrete and abstract knowledge, despite some students preferring

factual information vs. the perceived abstract instruction.

In Figure 2B, the students are again grouped mainly around

visual Learning instead of auditory. This most frequent orientation

within engineering programs also involves active and reflective

styles (analyzed below). Note that teaching was again perceived as

balanced, combining theory, simulation, and practice (Katsioloudis

and Fantz, 2012). However, some students perceived teachers as

delivering excessive knowledge through writing and lecturing.

Figure 2C shows a broader diversity. With a balanced orientation

within the group of students (and presumably in the population),

they slightly perceive themselves as less deductive (47.1%) than

inductive (52.9%). Meanwhile, the university was perceived as

slightly less deductive (39.2%) than inductive (60.8%). The even

distribution of both styles is notable but leaves out 52.3% of

students from their natural learning style.

Figure 2D confirms that engineering students perceive

themselves as primarily active rather than reflective:

experimentation over reflection, although the faculty orientation

appears notably balanced. Despite this, as Felder and Silverman

(1988) pointed out, students gradually mature and recognize

that mere discussion or execution of activities is not enough;

introspection or abstraction is always required for meaningful

Learning. Then, it is a correct institutional balance. Figure 2E

notably exhibits a recognized pattern: engineering students are

generally structured and like to follow algorithms, 81.7 vs. 19.3%.

Interestingly, those students who self-declared as global learners

do not recognize such a faculty orientation.

4.1.2. Main learning styles and perceived teaching
orientation by the surveyed sample

This subsection describes the statistical method regarding

the previous results presented on radar plots of frequency.

Figure 3A resumes the learning styles distribution for the student

sample. Learning styles are concentrated in 22 combinations

(from 32 possible), and six stand out: CoViInAcSe, CoViDeAcSe,

AbViInAcSe, CoViDeReSe, CoViInAcGl, and CoViDeAcGl. They

mainly share four characteristics (Concrete, Visual, Active, and

Sequential), differing only in how the students catch information:

Inductive or Deductive. Note particularly that in the six main

combinations, Visual style was recurrent. When learning styles

are broken down by gender in Figure 3B, only five stand out,

and two are dominant. Women: CoViInAcSe, CoViDeAcSe, and

AbViInAcSe. Men: CoViInAcSe, CoViDeAcSe, and CoViDeReSe.

The first two dominant combinations are the same in both genders,

being more dominant in women than men. Women are grouped

in three main combinations and men in four. Among these, they
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differ only in Inductive or Deductive. Notably, women agree more

with the abstract, sequential, and inductive styles, while men are

inclined toward concrete and global.

In another trend, Figure 3C shows the 30 combinations of

learning styles that the faculty focus on. Seven stand out, but only

three are dominant: AbAuInReSe, CoViDeAcSe, and CoViInReSe.

It highlights that the Verbal and Passive styles do not appear

to be those students prefer, despite teachers most frequently

using them. In the seven groups standing out, the Sequential

style is recurrent. The five learning styles dimensions should be

interpreted as reference styles, which, combined, set a wide range

of Learning styles (Honey and Mumford, 1989). However, learning

styles prevail within a classroom, and the teaching style is also

decisive, becoming tied in the teaching-learning process (Honey

and Mumford, 1989). Some similar results were exposed by Kolb

(2007), although doing a different description than Honey and

Mumford (1989).

4.1.3. Academic personality traits and their
analysis by gender

The statistical distribution of outcomes for the MBTI (Jessee

et al., 2006) is shown in Figure 4, coming from questions Q11–

Q14. Those plots represent the frequency of occurrence for

the personality traits shown by the group of students surveyed.

Figure 4A reports the main personality traits. From the 15

expressed, just five stand out: ExSeThPe, InSeThPe, InItThJu,

InItThPe, and ExItThPe. The dominant group: ExSeThPe, focuses

on the world around them, taking outside information. They

think before acting, willing to change if something impulses them.

Students prefer introversion over extroversion in the second group

but agree with the first group on the remaining characteristics. The

third and fourth groups agree on the first three characteristics.

Figure 4B shows the personality distribution by gender. Men

are mainly in five groups, while women are in six. Thus, for

women: ExSeThJu, ExSeThPe, InItThJu, InSeThPe, InSeThJu, and

ExSeFePe; and men: ExSeThPe, InSeThPe, InItThJu, InItThPe,

and ExItThPe. Due to the gender balance in the sample (and

population), the men’s distribution is almost dominant, noting a

radical change in that of women, where greater diversity is present.

The transition from online to face-to-face education after the

confinement showed that the teaching/learning process did not

favor all learning or teaching styles. Also, it did not work for

all personality types. Teaching was not perceived as uniform,

generating differences in student commitment, even if teachers and

students aligned in the same teaching and learning styles (Mansor

and Ismail, 2012). The personalities of both were a factor playing a

decisive role in the evolution of education during the confinement.

4.2. First and second research objectives:
technological competencies of the
surveyed population and perceived faculty
abilities

Digital competencies outcomes in agreement with the EDCFC

have been plotted in Figure 5 as radar plots regarding the outcomes

in the scale defined in the questionnaire, where each dimension

of the technological dominion is reported (continuous yellow

line). Dispersion is also illustrated (plus/minus one standard

deviation with dashed green and red lines, respectively). Outputs

were obtained from the responses to questions Q15–Q19 for

students and Q20–Q24 for the student’s perception of his faculty.

Each type of technology was evaluated in one of the five

dominion levels defined. Students perceived themselves as having

fewer competencies in information search and skills related

to communication and collaboration but with more excellent

skills in computational security and problem-solving. Figure 5A

summarizes those outcomes. By gender, men perceive themselves

with less information search skills but as balanced in the remaining

competencies, according to Figure 5B. There, women present an

interesting variation around digital competencies: information

search skills are the weakest point, but their most significant

strength is creating digital content and computer security (see

Figure 5C). Most students in the sample were male and had more

consistent expressions; women’s results displayed more dispersion

in those skills.

Figure 5D shows students’ corresponding perception of their

faculty, becoming practically identical to that in Figure 5A. That

is, students indicated teachers were least competent in information

search and strongest in problem-solving, in agreement with

Sánchez et al. (2020). No significant differences in Information

and Communication Technologies (ICT) skills among teachers

were associated with gender. The outcomes among male and

female students suggest more research to establish why they are

different. According to Petridou et al. (2009), women are more

interested in acquiring knowledge and developing skills, while men

consider communication skills the most important. In general,

the technological competencies of students and teachers were

higher than those of the general European population (Portillo

et al., 2020). Indeed, our university widely promotes the use of

technology to a great extent (teaching, learning, and research),

strongly supporting the development of such competencies.

4.3. Third research objective: A�nity and
Inclusivity, a comparison between
pre-pandemic and confinement periods

Learning styles, academic personality traits, and teaching style

indicators should arise a well-characterized set of parameters

impacting academic performance. Thus, researchers have defined

two indexes: Affinity and Inclusivity. Affinity is constructed for

each student as the normalized score of matches between each

learning style xQk i ∈ {1, 2}, k = 1, ..., 5 (questions Q1–Q5) and

the perception of the same student about the institutional teaching

orientation, yQk+5 i
∈ {1, 2}, k = 1, ..., 5 (questions Q6–Q10). Then,

the Affinity for each student i (Ai) is defined as:

Ai =
1

5

5∑

k=1

δxQk i ,yQk+5 i
(1)

where δi,j is equal to 1 if i = j, otherwise 0 (Kronecker delta). The

fraction of the five possible matches defines the Affinity with values
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FIGURE 3

(A) Distribution of main learning styles being present in the group surveyed in absolute frequency, (B) same distribution split by genders, female

(magenta) and male (cyan) in percentage, and (C) distribution of main declared faculty learning styles promoted as they are perceived by students (in

absolute frequency).

0.0, 0.2, 0.4, ..., 1.0. Such an index measures how much each student

is similar to the faculty in the learning/teaching styles.

For each student i, Inclusivity Ii is an index reflecting

how the university effectively supports each student concerning

the differences and diversity of Learning styles and academic

personality traits promoted. Here, the index is constructed by

adding points for each item declared and attained with the teaching

strategies: z
j
Qk i

∈ {0, 0.5} for Q25–Q30 except Q27 or z
j
Qk i

∈

{0, 0.25} for Q27. This for each teaching practice j = 1, ..., nk
(nk = 2 for Q25–Q30 except Q27 and nk = 4 for Q27). Here,

k ∈ {25, ..., 30} respectively. Thus, each practice adds one of the six

dimensions stated by questions Q25–Q30 to get at least one point

for each. Those scores are finally averaged, attaining outcome values

between zero and one:

Ii =
1

6

30∑

k=25

nk∑

j=1

z
j
Qk i

(2)

In the subsequent analysis, these indexes are used recurrently,

completely calculated from the questionnaire outcomes, to relate
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FIGURE 4

(A) Distribution of primary personality traits (extroversion/introversion, sensitive/intuitive, thinking/feeling, judgement/perception) self-perceived by

each student in absolute frequency, and (B) the same distribution split by gender, female (pink) and male (blue) as a fractional composition.

them with other academic aspects through the COVID-19

pandemic, such as performance, adaptation, Learning preferences,

and teaching quality.

4.3.1. Perceived diversity of teaching strategies
and inclusivity

Complete outcomes for the perception of teaching practices

are presented in Figure 6 as normalized radar charts, including,

as before, dashed lines for dispersion. Students perceived teaching

strategies as diversified and balanced overall. Possibly, due to

the diversity of topics studied each semester, students recognized

that teachers managed the Learning neatly. Also, they perceived

feedback, Social Learning, and motivation as being promoted.

Practices and metacognition were still the weakest resources. Those

scores, by the student, define his Inclusivity index implemented as

a possible causal factor in the subsequent analysis.

4.3.2. A�nity and inclusivity indexes related with
the declared academic performance

Outcomes in the next sections present several variables together

to find correlations between their categorical values. Two variables

are commonly used and presented on each axis, either directly

from the questionnaire or calculated in the same way as some

of the indexes introduced in Section 4.3. The third variable is

commonly reported in color to cross over variables in agreement

with the corresponding bar at the center-bottom of the plot.

Individual dots presented make reference to individual students

classified in clusters. Figures 7A, B exhibit the relation between

Affinity and Inclusivity indexes with the quartile distribution of

declared performances by students (questions Q32 and Q36).

Tiny horizontal displacements of dots (each one corresponding to

one student) around the Affinity values are non-meaningful, just

appearing to represent all students analyzed. Performance quartile

belonging is shown in color in agreement with the color bar.

Both plots show that during the online teaching and face-to-face

periods in the “New Normal,” increased Affinity and Inclusivity

played a crucial role in the performance (red dots), despite the

lowest performance in both cases not appearing completely related

to them.

4.4. Fourth research objective: perceived
student performances during the
COVID-19 stages: a summary of causal
factors

The integrated Affinity and Inclusivity indices are analyzed

in this subsection as causal factors in terms of performance

yet compared with other factors such as teaching quality (Q34),

Learning preference (Q38), Online Learning (Q32), or face-to-face

Learning (Q36) by pandemic period.

4.4.1. Compared academic performances
through the pandemic periods: teaching quality
and adaptation

Figure 8A compares Adaptation during the lockdown under

online education (Q33) and the “New Normal” under face-to-

face education (Q37) with other related variables. The scale used

for Adaptation is 1–4 (in agreement with the color bar below it).
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FIGURE 5

(A) Technological competencies (search for information and data-ID, communication and collaboration-CC, creation of digital content-CD,

computer security-CS, and troubleshooting-TS) self-perceived by each student on a scale of 1–6 (less-more), indicated by the yellow line and

distribution lines representing plus/minus (green/red) one standard deviation, (B) same last distribution for male students, and (C) for female students.

(D) Technological competencies perceived by students of their faculty on the same scale.

Figure 8A compares Adaptation vs. Teaching quality (Q34) on a

scale of 0–3 (worst-better) and Online performance (Q32) on a

scale of 1–6 (worst-better). Figure 8B compares Adaptation vs. face-

to-face education preference (Q38) on a scale of 0–3 (lower-higher)

and also the face-to-face performance (Q36) using a scale of 1–

6 (worst-better). Performances are reported in color in agreement

with the color bar below it. The dashed white lines split the regions

with the highest/lowest Adaptation vs. Teaching quality or face-to-

face preference. Note that students form clusters where the small

displacements are non-meaningful; the purpose is to show each

student separately.

Figure 8A shows that students with better Adaptation

exhibit better performance during the online learning period, while

students with the lowest Adaptation had lower online performance.

The latter students evaluated online Teaching quality as the lowest.

For the “New Normal period,” students perceiving the highest

performance clearly preferred face-to-face teaching and had the

highest Adaptation for returning. Still, students with the lowest

performance preferred the face-to-face learning approach. The last

analysis shows most students’ clear preference for the face-to-face

model, independently from their performance in any period. In

the online learning period, Teaching quality perception was down

independently from the level of Adaptation. Comparisons

between the two types of Adaptation are presented and

discussed below.

4.4.2. Academic performances compared through
the pandemic periods: learning preferences,
gender, and academic model

Compared performances in each pandemic period (online

and face-to-face teaching) are presented here. A third variable is

included in Figures 9A–C, respectively: face-to-face preference over

online preference, Gender, or Program plan (Tec20 or Tec21).

The dashed white line splits the cases with the highest/lowest

performances during each period as a reference.
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FIGURE 6

Main teaching strategies perceived by students on a cumulative

scale (learning organization-LO, motivation-MO, practice-PR,

feedback-FB, metacognition-MC, and social learning-SL) indicated

by the yellow line and distribution lines representing plus/minus

(green/red) one standard deviation.

Figure 9A shows that most students with medium or higher

performances mainly prefer face-to-face Learning. Just a few

students surveyed exhibited low performances in both periods

together. Considering most of the surveyed students were men,

Figure 9B does not reveal apparent differences by gender in

perceptions. Note the little groups of women and men with low

online performances after having a better face-to-face performance.

Figure 9C compares the two educational models, noting that most

students surveyed fell under the Tec21 model, as expected (see

Table 1). Only a tiny segment of Tec21 students exhibited low

perceptions during online Learning but after notably higher face-

to-face perceptions (red dots on the left side and in the upper

region). By comparing the data in more detail, Figure 9C highlights

that 20% of the students of the Tec20 plan did not have the expected

performance in either of the two learning models. Meanwhile,

Tec21 students (75 of 108 had not experienced the face-to-face

model in the university) also perceived their performance was

inadequate in both models.

4.5. Fourth research objective: impact of
academic personality traits on the online
and face-to-face education success

Finally, researchers compared academic personality traits with

both online and face-to-face performances. Figure 10A plots

several variables. Each personality trait defined in the sample

is considered a category on the radar plot. The average Online

performance (on a scale of 1–6) is shown radially [see the

questionnaire Delgado (2022)] as an average for the corresponding

personality trait. In addition, each dot is colored in agreement with

its average face-to-face performance on the personality trait group

being reported (shown in the color bar below). Considering that

the contents and the teachers did not change considerably during

the face-to-face and online models, the students’ perceptions could

be influenced by the faculty accompaniment and the educational

quality offered (Keržič et al., 2021). Then, the percentage of students

declaring the same academic quality in both models also declared

that their performance did not change.

Interestingly, we note that traits on the right had lower

Online performances. This fact is important because two of the

most represented traits belong to this region. Nevertheless, note

that both performances are in the middle of the scale in such

cases, thus suggesting no differences during both periods. Other

students dominantly represented in the sample also exhibited good

performances in both cases. Interestingly, students with the traits

InItFePe and ExItFePe showed lower face-to-face perceptions of

Intuitive, Feeling, and Perception, an orientation few align with

learning in engineering programs.

Note that the students with the best-adapted personalities

in both models are commonly extroverted but combined with

intuitive, thinking, or perceptive. On the contrary, the least

adapted are introverted, particularly combined with the feeling

trait representing people who analyze and make decisions based on

other people’s opinions, changing their own decisions.

5. Discussion

The research objectives have been covered through

the data analysis. Nevertheless, other aspects regarding

the previous outcomes should be discussed by integrating

contextual information:

1) Performance transition as a causal consequence of students’

traits (partially suggested by Figure 10A).

2) Adaptation differences between two types of instruction:

online and face-to-face (as suggested by Figure 8).

3) Real preference for the type of instruction and associated

outcomes relative to online education (suggested by

Figure 9A).

Those aspects are central and suitable for our analysis

considering the advantages of online education: learning at any

time and from anywhere, access and availability of information,

flexibility in schedules, personalized learning paces, economic

savings, and development of technological competencies (Delgado,

2021b). Also, the disadvantages include the absence of laboratories,

workshop practices (Gowda and Ayush, 2020; Hasan and Khan,

2020; Debes, 2021), low effectiveness of teaching and evaluation,

lower motivation, and lack of interaction (Delgado, 2021b),

sometimes inappropriate learning environments (Hermanto and

Srimulyani, 2021), and lack of study habits and ability for

adaptation (Aristeidou and Cross, 2021). Many interpretative

factors contribute to academic success, many external to the school

ecosystem. In this section, the last itemized aspects relating to

teachers’ opinions are discussed, particularly assessing the return

transition from online education to face-to-face education under

the “New Normal.”
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FIGURE 7

(A) The incremental a�nity between students and faculty vs. the degree of inclusivity measured as cumulative teaching strategies perceived. Each

student is additionally characterized in color by his online performance quartile, where he self-perceives. (B) The same distribution but exhibiting in

color the face-to-face performance quartile where the student perceives. The dashed white line is a symbolic division from the best against the

worst/best (lower/higher) learning conditions perceived.

FIGURE 8

(A) Degree of adaptation to the online teaching model during the COVID-19 confinement vs. self-perceived online Teaching quality. Students are

characterized by their self-perceived performance in the online teaching model represented in color. (B) Degree of adaptation to the online teaching

model during the COVID-19 confinement vs. preference for face-to-face on online teaching, with students again characterized by their

self-perceived performance in the face-to-face teaching model.

5.1. Revisiting research objectives:
remarkable aspects derived from the
contextual analysis of survey outcomes

Several indicators were analyzed statistically through

the last transition: Performance, Adaptation, and Learning

Model acceptance by conducting two-way ANOVA tests to

compare them.

5.1.1. Performance transition as a function of
learning styles and personality traits

Relations suggested by Figure 10A between Personality traits

and academic performance should be analyzed quantitatively.

Performances at each stage were compared in agreement with

the survey outcomes classified by a Personality trait, subjecting

this to a two-way ANOVA test (Cohen, 1988; Gelman, 2005)

to decide the real variability through each dimension. Note that
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FIGURE 9

Comparative online vs. face-to-face perceptions by each student, exhibiting in color the following, splitting: (A) by the degree of preference for the

face-to-face model (red) against the online modality (blue), (B) by gender, female (red) vs. male (blue), and (C) by educative model, Tec20 (blue) vs.

Tec21 (red).

FIGURE 10

(A) Online performance declared (radial) and face-to-face performance (color) by personality traits. (B) Frequency comparison of online Teaching

quality (Q34) and face-to-face education preference (Q38), including the Online performance average on the top.

Performances in each stage have different scales (level 1 in Q32

is not present in Q36 due to the short period of face-to-face

education). Performance values were normalized on the scale [0, 1],

becoming barely comparable. Then, considering the Personality

trait as a first factor and the pandemic stage as a second factor,

the normalized Performance was compared using the test with a

significance of α = 0.05. The test is shown in Table 2. The p-values

do not indicate statistically meaningful differences by Personality

trait or Pandemic stage (α < p) despite, under a different context, a

limited impact is observed between personality and engagement in

the online courses during the lockdown (Quigley et al., 2022).

Repeating the procedure, this time using the Learning style

as the first factor, it was found that the test did not indicate

meaningful differences either (Table 3). This outcome could be

explained due to the impact of Affinity, as observed in Figure 7,

possibly overshadowing the direct effect on Performance because

of the adaptability exhibited. Such findings are interesting because

discipline could maintain students’ efforts through the transition.

Such outcomes are positive; personality traits and learning styles

did not play a fundamental role in the Performances cluster,

possibly to the Affinity with the primary learning styles and

the broad Inclusivity of the leading academic Personality traits.
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TABLE 2 Two-way ANOVA for the normalized performance by personality

trait and pandemic stage.

D. F. Sum of
squares

Mean
Sq

F-ratio p-value

Personality

trait

14 0.7640 0.0546 1.0054 0.4478

Pandemic

stage

1 0.0037 0.0037 0.0685 0.7937

Error 290 15.7404 0.0543

Total 305 16.5081

TABLE 3 Two-way ANOVA for the normalized performance by learning

style and pandemic stage.

D. F. Sum of
squares

Mean
Sq

F-ratio p-value

Learning

style

13 0.4683 0.0360 0.6537 0.8072

Pandemic

stage

1 0.0037 0.0037 0.0675 0.7952

Error 291 16.0360 0.0551

Total 305 16.5081

TABLE 4 Two-way ANOVA for adaptation by personality trait and

pandemic stage.

D. F. Sum of
squares

Mean
Sq

F-ratio p-value

Personality

trait

14 1.1780 0.0841 1.9394 0.0224

Pandemic

stage

1 0.0204 0.0204 0.4707 0.4932

Error 290 12.5826 0.0434

Total 305 13.7810

Outcomes were compatible with those observed in Figure 9,

impacting most students.

5.1.2. Adaptation transition as a function of
learning styles and personality traits

From the findings in Figure 8, denoting the impact of

Adaptation on Performance, a quantitative analysis was developed.

Researchers assessed a meaningful transition by considering

the declared Adaptation index in each stage, first considering

Personality traits (Table 4) and then Learning styles (Table 5) as

the first factor, respectively. The support given to teachers adapting

their courses to an online version promoted the use of technological

resources. Also, the institutional knowledge acquired during the

confinement, the follow-up given to students, and the continuous

assessment boosted the continuous improvement of the blended

teaching approach, as observed in similar contexts (Akram et al.,

2021).

In this case, only the Personality trait exhibited as a statistically

significant factor for Adaptation (α = 0.05 < p = 0.0224),

TABLE 5 Two-way ANOVA for adaptation by learning style and pandemic

stage.

D. F. Sum of
squares

Mean
Sq

F-ratio p-value

Learning

style

13 0.8400 0.0646 1.4553 0.1336

Pandemic

stage

1 0.0204 0.0204 0.4600 0.4982

Error 291 12.9206 0.0444

Total 305 13.7810

interestingly not for Learning styles. It suggests that Adaptation

could be more related to academic Personality than Learning styles.

Also, there is no significant change in Adaptation going to the

“New Normal.” This fact is also positive and already guessed from

Figure 8, where most students exhibited satisfactory Adaptation

only differentiated by Teaching quality or Teaching preference.

5.1.3. Preference for educative style under the
transitions

The outcomes observed in Figures 8A, 9A suggest that

teaching quality is well evaluated by students with good Online

performances, despite their preference for the face-to-face model.

Students were asked about the Online teaching quality (Q34) and

face-to-face education preference (Q38). If both questions are

well evaluated, there is no clear evidence about a real preference

for the face-to-face approach. If they are not concordant (either

poor online education with face-to-face preference or high online

education with poor face-to-face preference), it means a double

check for the preference on one of the models (face-to-face or

online, respectively). To perform such a comparison, Figure 10B

shows the number of students (vertical axis) fulfilling with each

pair of outcomes: Teaching online quality (Q34) and face-to-

face education preference (Q38); then with the average Online

performance reported at the top of each bar, and calculated for each

subset of students.

Regarding the previous remarks, most students preferring

face-to-face education had low perceptions of online Teaching

quality. Interestingly, such students expressed almost the lowest

Online performance (3.8 in red). It possibly means those students

were academically affected by the type of education during the

confinement. Students in the middle, the second most, indicated

a medium online Teaching quality and no preference between

online and face-to-face education, with moderately high Online

performance (4.4 in orange). Thus, such students undoubtedly

correspond to all those indifferent to the teaching model, probably

because they had no notable academic losses. The less frequent

group, students considering the online model as the best quality,

notably had the second-highest Online performance (5.5), which

agreed with their preference. Two other groups are located on

each side. The first was those expressing their preference for the

face-to-face model but evaluating their experience with the Online

model very well. They exhibited the highest Online performance

(5.9 in black), undoubtedly corresponding with the best students
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academically. The other group, those poorly evaluating the

Online model but also preferring it, exhibited the lowest Online

performance (3.3 in purple). Such a group certainly experienced

more academic difficulties and obstacles.

The first two groups represent most of the students, it was

found that the entire population was mainly split between those

easily adapting to both education scenarios and those preferring

the face-to-face model because their outcomes or performance

under the online model was average or lower. For the latter

students, education under the “NewNormal” opened opportunities

to overcome the confinement experience. In similar studies, the

preference for online education appeared multivariate despite the

technological conditions (Muthuprasad et al., 2021), or quality,

flexibility, self-paced classes, or productivity (Gaba et al., 2021).

5.1.4. Final contextual analysis of findings and a
summary of the research objectives

It was found in our engineering students, on average, the

sustained discipline to maintain their academic performance

through the lockdown. Our university was prepared to a great

extent for such contingency in terms of technology culture,

online and blended courses as part of the standard academic

offering, teacher training in educational technologies and didactic

methodologies by discipline, and a well-settled infrastructure

for internet services, resources, support services, equipment for

teachers, and technological culture. All that intangible value was

already present to face the COVID-19 crisis with a rapid response

and a sustained, but never before experienced, online education

(Kaqinari et al., 2022).

Preferences expressed by students for face-to-face education

should be interpreted as situations reflecting their effective learning

and performance. In the analysis, it was observed that some

students genuinely adapted to both models regarding performance

but still preferred the face-to-face approach. Other groups favored

one or the other models, and then expressed their opinion as a

function of this fact. Such diversity, again, is the expression of the

narrowed scenario for the sudden and emergent online education

imposed during the COVID-19 confinement, but also accompanied

by a set of institutional scaffolding actions. Those, together with

previously developed culture, training, and facilities for online and

blended learning (Mayers et al., 2022), could be compared with

other experiences (Andreou et al., 2022).

5.2. Research limitations, practical, and
theoretical implications

Our analysis was conducted on Electronic, Mechanical, and

Mechatronics Engineering and Computer Science students. These

academic programs require the most comprehensive analytical

backgrounds in terms of Math and Basic sciences. Such programs

could be more based on academic rigor and orientation

instead of a closer professional environment contact. Comparing

other engineering programs, such as Industrial and Chemical

engineering, would be interesting. Our student sample reflects

the real proportion between male and female genders (77%/23%)

in engineering. In addition, it also reflects the proportion for

the two active educational models in our institution (Tec20

and Tec21, 29%/71%). Thus, these demographic aspects are

well-represented in our analysis. In addition, the sample (and

population) represents students in a university with a solid culture

in information technology compared to otherMexican universities.

This parameter became well-valued and uniform among the sample

of students. Those are limitations in our analysis to generalize

the outcomes to an entire student engineering community in

other universities.

To analyze the results, there are a set of theoretical and practical

implications derived. One of the most remarkable theoretical

aspects already observed in another study (Bashir et al., 2021) is

the impact of online learning. Also emphasized by Delgado (2022),

online learning has represented the opportunity for some students

to adapt to a new educative model, which requires a different type

of self-discipline. Sometimes it involves certain flexibility, but also

demands a self-imposed agenda for learning. Nevertheless, as it

was noticed all around the world, such a model could be difficult

for many students once they feel lost in it or as they advance

in their course (Jung et al., 2021; Sharma and Alvi, 2021). As a

result of our analysis, it has been noticed that certain personality

traits, more than learning styles, have not become engaged with

the model. Then, some of those students appear to have academic

difficulties still in the face-to-face approach. In another trend,

students who succeeded in both models still preferred the face-to-

face approach. In terms of practical recommendations, a blended-

learning model requires a series of measures in place not always

noticed in the face-to-face approach, thus they were unnoticed by

many teachers, who only tried to reproduce the standard model

in an online media. In addition, whether significant or not, no

differences were made in students in terms of their academic

personality or learning styles (Delgado, 2021b). At least in our

university, the affordability of computer resources, as well as the

widespread of their literacy, were not a crucial factor, despite the

extended time that online learning introduced with new aspects to

be considered for a full-time implementation (Delgado et al., 2021;

Hendriksen et al., 2021). The last aspect was waived because of

the technological culture present at the university where the study

was conducted (students/teachers/training programs). Despite this,

the last aspects are not true in general under different educative

contexts (Ogundari, 2023). Transitions in terms of self-assessment,

particularly going on the “New Normal” period, smoothing such

transition for students have become a crucial factor to correctly

evaluate online education, but also the real background of skills,

discipline, and knowledge in higher education students. This aspect

appeared consistently in some groups of students involved in the

current research (Sandvik et al., 2023).

5.3. Recommendations for the teaching
practice in university

5.3.1. Development of technological skills and
didactic methodologies

In the present research, technological skills assess an element

of academic success during confinement (Lorente-Rodríguez
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and Pulido-Montes, 2022). Students recognized themselves as

competent in four of the five domains. Problem-solving is a skill

the teacher/institution needs to support more. Notably, this is

the lowest domain in women. Figure 6 also reflects the need for

practical activities, class activities, and motivation using technology

and combining individual and team didactic strategies. These

actions may support more students who otherwise would drop

courses or fail.

5.3.2. Learning styles, a�nity, and inclusion
The outcomes in Figure 2 show a good relationship between

Learning styles and teaching in the community on average but

also show evidence of the necessity to increase active learning,

reflection, auditory attention, and ability to simplify, doing what

is necessary to use several communication channels to give

instructions. For engineering students, during the transition from

online to face-to-face classes under the “NewNormal,” the academy

must adapt activities to be carried out in the classroom or the

university facilities considering the combinations of learning and

teaching styles.

5.3.3. Continuous self-assessment of teaching
strategies

A no less important, permanent, and relevant aspect is the

ability of each teacher to self-assess their didactic strategies

considering a possible characterization of their students. The ability

of each teacher to understand the causes and effects of their design

decisions becomes relevant, not only to determine how they impact

each type of student but also to understand the evolution of

generations, adapting to the external impositions of the institution

or society.

5.3.4. Smoothing the educative transitions
This aspect requires recurrent design activities to be carried

out in the classroom or within the university facilities to

boost the construction of interpersonal relationships and

promote teamwork or peer-to-peer work. Interactive learning

experiences should be encouraged, and the importance of

the contents to be applied should be explained to reduce

the inertia of overconfidence and comprehend the time to

perform them.

5.3.5. A�nity and inclusion
It is recommended that the faculty accentuates and uses

the pillars of affinity and inclusion to motivate student

participation and make them aware of self-regulation.

Communicating by writing and verbally what is expected

of students in their deliverables and providing feedback will

result in the desired student success and graduation profile.

This will overcome the absence of recorded classes and

the lack of other resources during the online model. The

knowledge and application of diverse teaching and learning

methodologies must be strengthened to strengthen academic

inclusion (Jaegler, 2022).

6. Conclusions

This analysis sought to understand how some known academic

traits impacted online learning in Higher Education, particularly

during the COVID-19 transitions to “NewNormal” for engineering

students. Some essential facts regarding those issues were

considered for the conclusions below and certain future research

opportunities in this area are discussed.

It has been noticed that only certain learning styles appear to be

represented in the sample, so it is assumed to be true for the entire

population. The control group reflects a very well-characterized

student population (concrete, visual, active, andmainly sequential).

Other than that, the faculty teaching style appears more balanced

throughout categories, with the exception of visual and sequential

styles. Notably, combinations of different learning styles from

students are clustered around a couple of learning style types, which

are notably not differentiated by gender. A similar trend is noticed

for personality traits, despite being slightly more spread throughout

their different types.

In another aspect of this search of causal variables, technology

competencies rank on the 20% higher levels for students, showing

a limited dispersion. Altogether, faculty competencies are notably

comparable, and almost perfectly aligned with those of students.

Another trend found was that faculty stated a medium level of

diversity in terms of their learning activities, but still with certainly

remarkable dispersion. This shows that there are still opportunities

for the faculty to diversify the use of resources, teaching approaches,

and teaching methods, thus preventing the possible dispersion of

learning styles in the students’ group.

Nevertheless, another explanation suggests that faculty

teaching methods could have evolved to become useful for larger

groups combining learning styles. In fact, results also show

meaningful levels of Affinity (as defined in this research) between

the learning styles of students and faculty practices. This implies

that faculty is offering wide teaching/learning practices in their

courses. No meaningful differences are found for the last outcomes

presented if they are split as referring to online or face-to-face

learning approaches, which refers to a well-trained faculty in

teaching methodologies, practices, and/or resources.

Students with a higher level of Adaptation (as defined in this

research) showed higher preferences for the face-to-face teaching

approach, also reaching the best performances, but also notable

outcomes in the online model. Instead, students with poorer

Adaptation also exhibited a preference for the face-to-face model

but assigning, in addition, a bad quality to the online model. Most

of those students obtained anyway lower performances in both

learning models. No differences were observed splitting the sample

by gender in those last outcomes. Poor evaluation of the online

model coming from the students with lower performances suggests

a certain correlation with academic personality traits.

Finally, in a two-way ANOVA test, the level of Adaptation

appeared recurrently with a meaningful correlation with

personality traits (for instance, extroversion and introversion

stand out as discriminators), but notably not with learning styles. A

possible reason for this is that faculty still deployed good inclusivity

actions, shadowing the impact of learning styles on performance.

It means that the diversity of learning activities developed by

the faculty seemed to scaffold the differences in affinity between
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learning styles and the orientation of those activities, thus ensuring

not to induce a discriminating effect on such dispersion.

Regarding the university where the study was conducted, in the

last years, but more particularly through the COVID-19 pandemic,

it extended its depth for the effectiveness of Higher Education

considering external factors as drivers of education and other

internal factors inherent to students’ traits. Such a fact is now

partially visualized and capitalized in the current analysis. In

general, other distinctions in Education owned by the faculty and

university organization should be analyzed for impact, for example,

programs effectively oriented to scaffold academic diversity (in

learning styles, personality, and future perspectives) and to develop

an egalitarian hidden curriculum, all of which contribute to the

sustainability of Higher Education (UNESCO, 2020b).
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